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Tuneablc bandwidth:
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A verage power:
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Pulse duration:
Minimum pulse interva1:
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VHF Radar
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224.0MHz
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1.5MW
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I.SMW

280 kW
I ~·lOms
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l
Parabolic dishes

m,

32 m diameter
Cassegrain
48.1 dB

Feed systems:
Gain:

Poiarizmion:
System Temperalure:
Geographic coordinates:
TromS0:

Kiruna:
Sodankylll:

Invarianl Latitude (Troms0):
L·shcll (TromS0):

140kW

62SkW
I ).lS-1 ms

(phase/frequency coded)

m,

I
Parabolic cylinder
40mx120m
128 Crossed dipole line

43.1 dB

Circular (Troms0)

Circular. Linear

Any (Recciving siles)
90·1 JO K (TromS0)
30-35 K (Receiving sitcs)

2S0·3OO K

69.59' N,
67.86' N,
67.36' N,

19.23' E
20.44' E
26.63' E

66.26' N

6.17

The cover illustration shows the flrst direct analysis of the hydrogen componelll in EISCAT's
VHF Common Programme Seven, CP·7, high alticude data. The horizontal seale covers the
period 0000-0200 UT on 27 September 1990 and the veflieal seale runsfrom zero to 1500 km on
eaeh panel. The upper panel shows the conventional analysis of the oxygen ion densiry
component of the ionospheric plasma, the middle panel shows the pereentage eomposition of
hydrogen ions (dark red being 2:.8%) and the lower panel shows the corresponding hydrogen ion
velocity (dark blue to dark red corresponding to -200 ms'/ to +600 ms-J). These data were
produced ltsing a specialized integration program, to remove unwa1lted satellite echoes, and a
modijied version of the standard analysis software.
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ElSCAT, the European Incoherent Scauer Scienrijic Association, is established to
conduct research on the middle and upper atmosphere, ionospllere and aurora
using the incoherenr scalter radar technique. This technique is the most powerj'ul
ground·based toalfor these research applicarions. EISCAT is also being used as a
coherent seatter radar, for studying instabilities in the ionosphere, as weil as for
investigaling the structure and dynamics of the middle atmosphere and as a
diagnostic inslTwnent in ionospheric modjficarion experiments (Heating).
There are seven ineoherent scauer radars in the world, and EISCAT operates lWO
oj the highest·standardfacilities. The experimental sites of EISCAT are located in
Scandinavia, north of the Arctic circle. They consist of two independent radar
systems (see schematic and operating parameters on the inside of the front cover).
The EISCAT Uf/F radar operates in the 931 MHz band with a peak transmitter
power of 15 MW and 32 m, fully steerable parabolic dish antennas. The
transmitter and one receiver are in Troms(J (Norway). Reeeiving sites are also
located near Kiruna (Sweden) and Sodankylä (Finland), allowing eoncinuous
tristatic measurements to be made.
The monostatic VHF radar i'l Troms(J operates in the 224 MHz band with a peak
transmitter power oj 1.5 MW (to be raised to 4 MW) and a 120 m x40 m parabolic
cylinder ancenna, which is stdJdivided inta four seelars. It can be steered
mechanically in the meridional plane from vertical to 60· north of the zenith;
limited east-west steering is also possible using alternative pIlasing cables.
The basic data measured with the ineoherent scotter radar teehnique are projiles
of eleetron density, eleetron and ian temperature and ian velocity. Subsequent
processing also allows a wealth offUfther parameters, deseribing the ionosphere,
upper atmosphere and mesosphere. to be derivedjrom these. A selection ofwelJdesigned radar pulse schemes alJows the adaptation of the data-taking rowines to
many particular phenomena, occurring at altitudes between abow 50 km and more
tllan 1700 km. Depending on geophysieal eonditions, a best time resolution of
better than one second and an altitude resolution of a few hundred meters can be
achieved, whereas typical resolutions are ofthe order of minUles and kilometres.
Each year, 2000 operating hours (nominal) are distribttted equalJy between
Common Programmes (CP) and Special Programmes (SP). At present seven weil·
dejined Common Programmes are run regular/y, for between one and jive days,
about 30 times each year to provide a data base for long term synoptic studies.
Three Unusual Programmes (UP) are started ad hoc during particular geophysical
conditions. A large number of Special Programmes, dejined individually by
associate scientists, are run to study a variety of specijie geophysical events.
The Annual Reports present a slUnmary of EJSCAT's operations, developments.
scientific results, publications and budget for each year. Further details of the
EISCAT system and operation can be fowld in various EISCAT reports, inctuding
an illustrated brochure. which can be obtailled from EJSCAT Headquarters in
Kiruna, Sweden.
The illvestments and operational eosls of EISCAT are sJ/ared betwec,,:
Suomell Akatemia, Finland
Celltre National de la Recherche Scientjfique, France
Max·Plaflek-Gesell!ichajt, Federal Republic o/ Germany
Norges AlmenvitenskapeJige Forskningsrdd, Norway
Naturvetenskapliga Forskningsrddet. Sweden
Science and Engifleering Research Council, United Kingdom
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COUNCIL CHAIRMAN'S PAGE
During this year a major step was undenaken in the evolution of ElSCAT with the
decision by Council to fonnally proceed with the planning of a new incoherent seatter
radar which will enable observations to be made well within the Polar Cap region. At the
May Council meeting in Troms~ a report from the United Kingdom, oUllining possible
scientific and lechnical aspeels of 5uch a radar, was presented and Council the n fonned
ilS own sub-cornmiuee 10 develop this repan inta a full EISCAT proposal. The last two
days of the Council meeting were held on Svalbard and members were abte !o see at first
hand the range of facilities available and to exarnine some possible si les for the new
radar.
The sub-committee, tasked la produce the EISCAT proposal for the Svalbard radar, was
chaired by Professor N Bj~rnå and he and his colleagues are to be congratulated for
producing an excellent document within a very limited time period. This report was
presented to Council at the November meeting in Hamburg, where it was enthusiastically
accepted. Following Council's formal decision to proceed with the EISCAT Sval bard
Radar (ESR), EISCAT staff have now staned to work on the new project. This project is
a major milestone in the development of ElS CAT and will enable a whole range of
scientific topics to be addressed for the first time.

It is perhaps worth nOling thai the ESR is an extension of the EISCAT facility and at this
point in time there is no intention to reduce the level of aClivity at the existing EISCAT
facililies. In order to construct the new radar, addilional finances will be required and all
the EISCAT Associales will be able to make some conrribution to the new project. It is
also envisaged that new partners can be found and there is particular interest from our
Japanese colleagues in a collaboration with EISCAT to build a radar within the Polar
Cap.
The EISCAT systems have continued to produce excellent science and papeTs based on
EISCAT observations have been presented at all the major conferences held during the
year. EISCAT science now covers a very wide variety of topics ranging from neutral
turbulence in Ihe mesosphere 10 oUlward flows of ions into the magnetosphere. The
takeover of the Max-Planck-Institut fUr Aeronomie Healing facility at Troms~ is
progressing weil and an EISCAT scientisl with special responsibility for the heating
programme will be appointed.

It was with greal regret that Council received Ihe resignation of Sir Grenville Beynon
and, in recognition of his long and outstanding service to EISCAT, Council unanimously
resolved that he should be elected an 'Honorary Associate member' of EISCAT. Council
also established a Beynen medal and prize to be awarded annually (jointly with the
European Geophysical Society) for oUIslanding research in EISCAT, or EISCAT reialed,
science; Sir Grenville would be the first recipient.
It has been a greal pleasure and privilege for me to have served as EISCAT Council
Chairman and I am particularly graleful to the Director and all his staff for their very
strong suPPOrt and dedication to EISCAT during my period as Chairman. The
construclion of the ESR will ensure that EISCAT will continue to playa leading role in
atmospheric and spacc plasma geophysics weil into the neXl cemury.
Tudor JOlles
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THE YEAR 1990 REVISlTED BY THE DIREC'roR
In 1990 EISCAT auained four notable mileslones: frrs!, dual radar operation becarne practical on
a regular basis; second, EISCAT crossed the landmark in experiment operations of fifleen
thousand hours of recorded data; third, the total number of papers dealing with EISCAT science

and technology, published in the refereed literature, passed threc hundred (See Fig. la and b).
Finally, the EISCAT Council decided to work on a feasibility sludy for an additional radar site on
Spilsbergen, Svalbard (Fig. 2), to be regarded as the main direction of the long-term evolution of
EISCAT.
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Fig. 1. (aJ Accumulaced experiment operacing hours, (b) Accumu/aced publications.
EISCAT is now a true dual radar system, supporting simultaneous UHF and VHF radar
operation. During the year 1990 many experimenters made use of this ability, which is totally
unique amongsl the World's incoherent seatter radar facilities. Whereas the EISCAT UHF
systern has the great advantage of tristatic observations, the EISCAT VHF system is most
suitable for complementary obsclvalions of both exospheric aititudes, above 1000 km, and thc
lower ionospheric altitudes down lo 50 km. The data quality of both the UHF and VHF radars is
reported to be excellent. EISCAT has thus become the most capablc incoherent seatter radar in
the World for studies of the coupling between the magnetosphere, ionosphere, thermosphere and
mesosphere.
Dual radar operation accoumed for almost 1000 hours in the year 1990, and the total experiment
operating time was e10se to 2300 hours. The large number of Special Programme hours (1300)
demonstrates the strong demand from user scientists tO carry out their own particular
experiments, frequently yielding the greatest proportion of the exciting science. Furthermore,
some 240 hours of passive observalions wcre perfonned with thc three UHF receiving sites.
The Special Programme time (in hours) used by thc Associates and EISCAT in 1990 was (the
number in brackets is the accumulated usage since 1981):
France
Uniled Kingdom
Germany
Sweden
Norway
EISCAT
finland

336
277
273
208
157
28
64

25%
21%
20%
15%
12%
2%
5%

(2058)
(2189)
(1681)
(810)
(790)
(362)
(375)

(25%)
(25%)
(21%)
(10%)
(10%)
(4%)
(5%)
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VHF Common Prograrrunes One to Five (CP-l to 5), Unusual Programme UP-l (u sing the VHF
radar at short notice during parlicular D-region events) as weIl as VHF Common Programmes Six
(CP-6, D-region) and Seven (CP-?, high altitude) were mn quite frequently. giv in g a total time of
950 hours in 1990. The latter VHF programmes were operated during same ]6% of the total
Common Programme time. A detailed break-down of the EISCAT operation during 1990,
including descriptions of the Common Programme modes. starts on page 13 of this Annual
Report.
All Common Programme data for 1990 have been analyzed with the EISCAT standard analys is
programmes and the result tapes sent to the Associates; the World Day result data tClpes were, as
usual, also sent to the NCAR Data Base in Boulder, USA. Furthennore, all the data from
Unusual Programme operations have also been analyzed; preJiminary analyses of the VHF
Common Programme data are being completed and the evaluation of the results is underway.
The analysis procedure for ahernating codes has been further developed and the new Finnish
analysis system has been tested. Most of the Special Programme data are now routincJy analyzed
at the EISCAT si tes by the visiting experimenters themselves. using EISCAT integration and
analysis routines. during or shonly arter the experiment.
In the year 1990 EISCAT performed operations for many international programmes inc!uding:
GEM (Geospace Environmental Modelling), DYANA (Dynamics Adapted Network for the
Atmosphere), OrrCAD (Global lonosphere-Thennosphere Coupling and Dynamics),
SuperW AGS (World Acoustic Gravity Waves), MLTCS (Mesosphere-Lower Thermosphere
Coupling Study). HLPS (High Latitude Plasma Structure), GISMOS (Global Ionospheric
Simultaneous Measurements of Substorms) and SUNDIAL. Special Programme campaigns
focussed, for instance, on high ahitude ion oUlflows. comparison of EISCAT ionospheric
measurements with interferomeler (MICADO) neutral wind measurements. the observation of
enhanced electron temperatures observed by EISCAT and racket borne instruments (NEED).
plasma line experiments to measure field aligned currents, observations of polar mesosphere
plasma
summer echoes (PMSE), coherent echoes from high altitude and E+region (COSCA
instabilities, Sporadic E observations combined with lidar. and (passive) interplanetary
scintillation measurements to study the solar wind as weIl as using the EISCAT radars for
diagnosing ionospheric mociifications during Heating experiments. An impressive evem was a1so
captured by EISCAT when the polar ionosphere was observed during the transition of the Galileo
spacecraft through the Earth's magnetotail in early December 1990. These experiments are only
a sample from the wide variety perfonned during the year and more detailed results are expected
to be found in future Annual Repons, arter all the data had been analyzed and interpccted by the
scientists. Arecord 78 papers and 19 other publications (see page 40 and foJlowing) were also
published in 1990.

n

1990's ElS CAT operations were possible because of the high system reliability in general and tbe
intense lise of the VHF system in particular; this can also be seen in the summary of operaliolll'
starting on page 13.
Despite continuing interference problems. VHF radar system use has been further increased
during the year 1990. Klystron focussing magnet sets. which were dcstroyed by cool,ll1r w:ller
following a break of a pipet were rebuilt using a completely new design. The Philips VIII'
klystcon, YK 1320/1 perfomled without problems, but interuionally al limited power belt!\\;
1.5 MW. The replacement klyslron. YK1320/2A, arter careful overhaul and reassembly ;,It tIll'
faclory in Hamburg, was delivered to Troms~ in autumn 1990 and started to be nged and (Utled.
lt worked satisfactorily. but acceptance was delayed into the new year. The preparation of il fall
back solution for replacing the klyslfOns by a modular tube transmiuer was abanuoned. bUI the
experience gathered was usefully applied to the studies of a transmiuer system for (he pl<lnncd
EISCAT Svalbard Radar.
The summer months were again used for some necessary servicing of (he VHF antcrlll:l. Snrlle
broken dipoles had (O be repaired and a number of deslIuyed dummy luads were dClecleu in thl'
power distribution system. Alllhis. however, did not seriously affect the generally very aueqll"'l'
performance of the VHF system.
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Fig.2. The EISCAT Council members, and others, at the potential EISCAT Svalbard Radar site
near Longyearbyen on Spitsbergen, Svalbard (top) and the EISCAT Ramfjordmoen antenntu
(boHom). The parricipams on Svalbard were (lejt to right): I.L. Midson, T. Turunen, T. Lien,
G. Wannberg, H. Overvaag, J. Holtet, J. Röttger, LA. Hel~e, G. Caudal, B. Hultqvist, J. Kangas,
P. Bauer, B. Benterud, P. Skancke, O. /favnes, A. Brekke, A. Orheim, U.P. ~vhaug,
J. GusJavsson, R. Grammelrvedt, 0.0. Mj(Js and R. Jacobsen; also present were: W.l. Axford,
A.P. van Eyken, P. Hagström, T.B. Jones, BR. Martin and D.M. Willis.
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The UHF radar system worked solidlyas uSllal. lo the spring, klystron SN lOt was swapped
with the spare klysLIon. SN 102, in a regular preSerVl:ilioll proccdure. However, klyslTOn SN 102,
which at that time had accumuJaled almost 10000 upefaling hours. indicated signs of
degenerating vacuum. SN 101, which was plC1ceu joto sloragc as the spare, had accumulated
5500 operating hours and remains in good cOlldi(ion. The centre frequency of the UHF system
wa~ dmnged ro 931.5 MHz. following Ule advice of (he Norwegian Telecommunication
Administration, to further minimize interferen..:c with NMT 900 and Shon-Range-Radio systems.
The COllUU! and monitOiing of the UHF tran~miltCI is now pClforrned by a new camputer system
and Ihe VI IF transmilter will later a1so be COJlo·ollel.1 by fl similar device.
Very high priority is placed on antenna muintellanct: and a specially abridged maimcnance
m(l.nual was introduced for this purpose. Bolt tightening on all three UHP anfennas was
performed dUfing the summer months, a proeedw'e which has to reeue every few years. Arter the
major repair of Lhe rail substrut:ture a few years ugu. raiJ motion on all the UHF amennas is
regularly measured. The antenna foundalion in Sodankylä was inspected; special hearing cables,
fcmperature and ground water level sensors were installed and eoncrere cavirics found in the
blJsement were fillcd to satis f y the requilemeIlls fOT withstanding the eltpectcd rise in the wafer
level of the nearby Kitinen river.
The inlcrfcrence caused to the EISCAT UJU~ system by NMT 900 mobile telephone systems is
now under effective contral. This was achicved by means of a much improved receiver from
end, new first loeal oscillator and filter equ;pmem as weil as through much appreciated
cooperalion with the national telecommunicatiun authorities of Finland. Norway and Swcdcn,
resulting in the movement of the local NMT 900 transmiller frequeneies away from thc EISCAT
UHF band. However, same limitations remain in using the upper EISCAT channels. particularly
affecting upshifted plasma line observations. This kind of interference nowaccurs at all lhree
sites, Kiruna. Sodankylä as weil as Troms0.
Radiation by the EISCAT VHF radar into poorly designed electronie equipmcm belonging tO
EISCAT's neighbours in Tromsll' has caused an assortment of problems. Tt was e'"en suggested
Ihat this radiation might be hazardous and the problem of environmental impact was a1so aircd
through the local newspapers. Very careful evalualion, well calibrated measurcmcnts and formal
contacts with thc national administration have proved, however, that the RF radiation level
generated by EISCAT is more than an order of magnillJde below the official public exposure
limits for suc.:h radiation. In order to further reduce the ElS CAT created field strength, by orders
of magnitude below official limits, and lo minimize dislurbances tO our ncighbours' home
equipment, it was decided to restricl antenna direclions of the VHF radar ro angles from the
vertica! lo Lhe north. However, certain kinds of e1eclronic home equipment remain over-sensitive
to even the 10west levels of electfOmagnetic fields created and even the most painstakillg
hardening of this equipment against RF intrusion does not solve the problem. Il th~rerore had to
be funher decided to shield same properties in thc ncighbourhood of EISCAT to etiminate the
disturbanee to this equipment. We presume thilt alllhese propositions [O mitigate the interference
(l,t1U to minimize the radiation level, which were lUldenaken by EISCAT. are properly
safeguarding our operation and our environmenl. Because of these additional cltpensive effons il
was decided to postpone further the plannillg of the automatic east~west steering of the VHF
antenna beam, which had been a priori ty evoltlliunary development during thc recent years.
EISCAT has a large and unique software base for system contrei and data hanoting which i'i
cOJlslantly improved and adapled to new eltpeliment requirements. A major upgrade becumc
nC{;eS~<lry 10 allow for the simultaneous radar control and data acquisition rcquirements of dual
radar experiments (UHF and VHF radars simultancously), This led to the devclopment, and
pending inlroduction, of an upgraded version of the EISCAT Real Time Opera ring SYSlClll as
EROS-2D. EROSv2D will be available for tbe purpose of dual radar operation as weil as
supporting more IIser-fricnoly system operation Necessary memory capacity W<JS 31so aclded
with addilional hanl disk drives, which huve subSLuntially improved the t:XperillJ~nlal
performance and thc possibilities for rcaj-lime am:IJysis. Local Area Networking (Jf PCs al the
TrC'l1lsP .site makes the functioning of the system morc efficiem and user-friendly. The c1ewikd
dt:'sniption of these facilities is available in the upgraded version of the EISCAT l h.er< Guide.
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Hg. 3. Reproduclion o/the cover, back and central pages o/the EJSCAT Brochure, which was
published in 1990.
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TII paralId \\;lh the S\)!twW\:. upgntUcs, tht:: uigitai hardware is also evolving and has almost
reaclloo. Ihe itllrillsic lillJil:l 01 tht.: Pft.:Sl~ll( !SYSlCIlI. For IOslance, addilional memory has been
added to thc radar cOlufolkr, al1Clwing thc appliculion of langer cuding schemcs such as
altt;rnaling C(xJc\. Thc t:Orrebuon. were tlluipped with dccoders for Ihese altt:mating codes,
aliowing real lime dccodjng u:-,ing downloaued cOI.les in the radar controllcr. The Multichannel
HR filll,;f il/lU. Intcgralnf pfojel:l (MUFFIN), wllleb is in the test phase, will yield funher
Sllbst<lutiai improvc~nts in Ull line d~odirlg or lhe most complicated code schemes. Another
device, tllt: l Fr proceSSOf Ior oll-line spccirum I1nalysls, is bcing tested with the VME imerface.
Wc are furtht:r prepaling n Jlew digital system layout, bascd on modern digital signal processing
eqllipllll,;llt and worksIalions, which couid replal:e th( pr~sc-nl radar control, data acquisition and
data ana(ysis hardware in duc course.

Some problems were i1gain nOled in the reliabilily of the wmmunication links between the sites
and Headquarters. Tests amt coordinatioll wilh Ihe lelecommunication companics continue to
dntcliorale lhis lIifficulty and also lo speed up thc comH1uuication links in fUlure. The timing
system of EISCAT SlilJ l'eljes Ull CesiuiIl c10cks with Lorall~C receivers as a back·up. In addition
10 possibilities invesrigated 10 use the GPS saleIIites for time synchronization, recent studies have
~hown thal television satclJile trdllsmissions from TELE·X could be used to synchronize the
liming at the EISCAT Sil~S.
The lake-over of Ihe MPAE~lIeating facilily at Troms~ was prepared according to plans. The
finallrallsition will take place on 1 January 1993.
The EfSCAT Ammal Review Meeting look place al thc end of March 1990 in Harstad, a small
city localed on the Norwegian coast about hal f the way between Troms91 and Narvik. EISCAT
staff Illcmbers, tagelher wilh Norwegian guesls, discussed and evalualed the status and
development of the EJSCAT systems. We also useU the chancc of being e10se to the island of
And~ya to visit the And0ya Rncket Range from which Ulany rackets are launched in coordinated
I'l~search campaigns together with EISCAT. ln addition to (hese Annual Review Meetings,
rcglll~r Executive and Budget Meetings wilh the site leaders and cxecutives take place, usually in
February and September, 10 coordinale technical developments, oplimize expendilures, review
staff development, decide about operational procedures and discuss instrumental evolution.
In August 1990 an open hause look plal:e al Headquaners and the EISCAT Kiruna site, togeiher
with a similar event at the collncated Swedish Institute of Spacl,; Physics (IRF). For the purpose
(lf improved public relations, a bmchure 011 ElSCAT was prepared and published in the year
1990. Examples of same pages oI Ihis EISCAT Brochure are show n in Fig. 3.
ln the y~ar 1990 [he EISCAT slarr silualion was very slable. A total of 33 staff membcrs worked
fal EISCAT, whereof three were direcling, four administrative, flve scienlifie, five compuling,
thn',e engineering, eleven technical and IWO caretaking. They were distributed over the sites with
Kiruna having rive, Sodallkylä flye, Troms~ lhirteen, and I1eadquarlers ten positions; there were
::I.1so two auditional, temporary, lechnicell positions. The total reCllrrent budget was J7.6 MSEK,
and lhe capital inveSHnent budgel was 3.2 MSEK. The breakdown of the reCUl'rent budgel is
iJlustrated in Fig. 4. 364 kSEK was spent in conneclion wilh EISCAT Svalbard Radar planning
and partially I,;overed by spccific conlribulions from some Associates.
Several scielllisl'i, who ar..: suppofling or using EISCAT, were honuured by awards during 1990.
\'rof~ssur Heligt llultqvist was <lwarued the King's Medal and the COSPAR Medat for
lmern:Hional Cooperation J990; lie was also dl,;Cled a Fellow of the American Geophysical
UniolL Dr. Mike Lockwood was awardcd lh~ ä.1'dovich Award of Commission C of COSPAR
and thl; IS::Hic Koga Gold Meda! of URS l. We congratulalc these two scientists for these high
mnking honDurs.
The. ElSCAT Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) had ils autumn meeting in TroJllS0 and the
rJSCAT staff were pll:aseJ to welcomc the SAC rnembers at the Ramfjordmocn silc for the
meeting ,h weil elS for an illh.:resling guic.lcd tour lhrough the operations buildings.
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The EISCAT Council alsn had ils spring meeting on the Troms~ site, where lhc members were
shown the status of the radar systems. During the meeting, I.he ElSCAT Council elected
Professor Sir Greflville Beynon as !Ul hononuy member of the EISCAT Scientific Association in
recognition of his role in the foundation of the Association and his distinguished contribution to
EISCAT. The Council mernbcrs travelled to Longyearbyen on Spitsbergen, Svalbard, to
cominue the meeting and to be ShOWfl the existing infrastructure together with a potential site for
a new radar (Fig. 2, top). At ils meeting in Longyearbycn on Il May 1990 the Council
concluded that {here was sufrIcient 0plimislll among the ElSCAT Associates that it decided to set
up a working group lo bring all international proposallO the next EISCAT Council meeting. This
working group, consisting of members from all the Associates togclher with the Direclor, met
several times and the prelim.inary system sl'ccificatiom are given in Table l on page 12. A
special antenna pre-f~asibility study was prepared and the workillg group produced the repan
"The EISCAT Polar Cap Radar ~ A repon on the design s~cifications for an incohcrent seatter
radar facility baseu on live i:Ul;hil'elago of SvaJbard". Several EISCAT staff members also
contributed to this report. The umft reporl was presented to the EJSCAT Council at its meeting
in November 1990.
All Associatcs of EISCAT agreed that the radar facility on Sval bard represents the next most
important evolulionary step for the development of the EISCAT facilities. This project is now
known as the EISCAT Svalbanl Radar (ESR).
This challenging task represel1lcd by a new direction in the evolution of ElS CAT guides us into
the new decade and there is genetal confidence that it willlead to another advanced radar system
which, together with the present EISCAT system and other ground based and space based
inslIumentation, will yield a weahh of new science in the study the Earth's environment.
As usual, 1 would like to express my sincerc thanks to all the scientists who contributed to the
success of EISCAT in the last year and whose work is reflected in this report and particularJy to
Tony van Eyken who took care of the editing and layout of this 1990 Annual Repon.

Jurgen RÖllger

1990
TrOnl!';Q

60

Sodcmkyla
27

Kiruna

23
Oper<l tlOns

:1!:1

9

~I

Fig.4. The distribution oJthe reCUrrf1fH expendiwre (MSEK) on Personnel, Administration and
Operations (lejt) and the disrributiolJ. betwt!en the rhree sites and fleadquarters including
expenditure Jor Council and Commiltee meetings (right).
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The planned EISCAT Svalbard Radar
Prelimlnary System Speciflcatlons
Location:

near Longyearbyen on Spitsbergen, Svalbard

Operating Frequency:

between 400 - 500 MHz

Bandwidth:

Transmitling:
Receiving:

± 2 MHz
± 10 MHz

Antenna:

Beamwidth:
Aperture:
Beams:
Polarisation:
Steerability:

Gain: 42 dBi
1.60
2
~ 500 m (3x ?)
~ 3 (2), sep. by ~15°
circular
all azimuths, horizon to zenith

Antenna Alternatives:

3 (2) parabolic dishes
1 phased array system
1 triple cylinder
1 multi-Ieed dish

Transmitter:

3 (1.5) MW
0.12
1l!s-2ms
Phase coding
min. 0.1 ms

Peak Power:
Duty Factor:
Pulse Length:
Modulation:
Interpulse:

Transmitter Alternatives:

High Power Klystron(s)
TV-Klystrons
Klystrodes
MSDC Klystrons
Power Grid Tubes
Solid State Ampliliers
(modular system)

Receiver:

~

Channels:
System Noise:

System Figure 01 Merit:

8
Noise Figure: ,,30 K
" 120 K Dynam. Range: 90 dB
Peak Power x Aperture per
System Temperature: 10 GW· m2/K

Table J. Prelimillary system speci/ieallons for the plan ned EISCAT Sva/bard Radar.
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EISCAT OPERATIONS lN 1990
EISCAT ope,rations (see Tablcs 2 and 3) throughoul 1990 were characterized by heavy use of the

VHF radar system, usually together with the UHF system, and suhslantially greater Special
Programme than Common Programme operations. All sevcn Common Programme modes (see
descriptions on page 15) were used extensively this year, lOgc:ther with a few hours of one of the
Unusual Programme modes to cover a polar cap absorption event. The UHF radar recorded
2168 hours of data while the VHF radar recordcd 1058 hours; the (wO radars were operated
logether for 971 hours and the year totals are completcd by 40 hours of passive observations.
COMMON PROGRAMMES 1990

Jan

Fcb Mar Apr

32

CPI

cn

May Jun

30
48

30

30

W

101

98

CP6

Aug Scp Oel

30

53

CP3
CP4
CP5

Jul

30

48
34

3

CP7

30

30
30

12
30
5

Nov Dec

TOl

3D
83

224 23
191
237

38

38
98
94
62

B

6

6

UPI
35
3

Tow.1
%

151
15

54
5

30
:3

30
3

161 64
16 6

108 90
11
9

Achicved

CPI

cn

CP) CP4! CP5 CP6! CP7 UPs

23

20

24

16

14

O

%

76
8

en

CP3 CP4/

25

20

25

20
24
4

10
9
6
O

950 100 %
100 %

113 38
11
4

CP!

%

Targct
eps CP6i CP? uPs

15

IS

%

Table 2. EISCAT Commoll Progranlffle operations in 1990, showing the distribution by monl!l

andprogramme type.

SPECIAL PROORAMMES 1990

El
Fl
FR

GE

1," Feb Mar Apr May JUll 1"1

A"g Sop Oct

J7

5
4

64

NO
SIV

19

UK

151

Total
%

251
JR

5

103
24

19
33

17
84

11

11

10

14

13

60

5

28
71
13

24
48
12
48

6
6
I

179 JU5 6
7
13
O

O
O

86
6

35
2

121 132 14
9
9
I

El

Fl

Fil

GE

NO

SIV

UK

2

4
6

24
33

20
27

11

15
20

20
27

2

15

No, Det

36
146
106
47

35
46

153 263
19

Il

TOl

%

28

2

64

4

336 24
273 20
157 11
208 15
277 20
1)45 \00

%

100 %

100 %
135 %

(Of 1000 hrs)

Table 3. EISCAT Special PrograrrlIne operaliOlls in 1990, showing tlte distribution by mOll/h ant!
Associare. Afso shown is tlie proportion o/the total Special Progranune lime lIsed hy eacll

AS$ociace.
I,

Operations peaked heavily during the winter months, Fig. 5, with more than 50% of the total
hours being concentrated in the four months January. February, November and December.
Nearly 50% of the dual radar operations were concentrated inta the last three monlhs of the year.
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Fig.5. Total EISCAT Common and Special Programme operations in 1990 dislribured by
programme (upper leJt) and Associate (upper right), respeclively. The lower panels show Ihe
monthly distribution of totaloperating hours (leJt) and dual radar hOLUS (right).
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COMMON AND UNUSUAL I'ROGRAMME OPERATIONS AND
ANALYSIS
s'rART
Y't-MM-DfJ

Bil

EN!)
MM-DO

E:XP'l'

COMMON PRGGR»!.M:::' DA:IA

90-01-24
90-02-12
90-02-21
90-03-20

90-04-09
90-05-21
90-06-05
90-06-12

90-06-25
90-07-02
90-07-30
90-08-14

90-09-20

lOUT
16UT
lom
15ux
IOUT

01-25
02-16
02-23
03-22
04 10

19!JO

16u~ CP-I-I~

16UT
J60T
16UT
16U1

CP-S-A.
CP-J-F'"
CP-Z-DIIt
CP l-l

lOUT 05-·22 leVT C:P··2-D*

10UT 06-06 16UT CP-l-l
OBUT 06-13 14UT ~P-)-l

15UT 06-29 21UT CP-J-F*
10UT 07-03 16uT CP-I-I
IgUT 08-01 04UT
10UT 08-16 10U1
lOD?

C~-1-1

END

START

'iY'-MM-DO

HH

90-09-25
90-10-09
90-10-09
90-10-10
90-10-2'1

lit!

MM-DO

EX?T

HIl

10UT 09-27 22uT CP-I-I
09U'f 10-09 2l.UT CP-I-I

HUT 10-10 02UT CP-3-F
llUT 10-11 16ur CP-I-I

10U1 10-25

16ur cp-2-o

90-11-13

llUT 11-15 16UT CP-2-D"

90-11-20
90-11 27
90-12-07

15UT 11-21 HUT CP-2-O
J.OUT 11-28 16u'f CP-I-I
17UT 12-09 07UT CP-4-A

UNUSUAL PROGRAMME· DATA 1990
90-03-20

09UT 03-22 HUT UP-1

CP-3-~

09-21 16UT CP-J-F*

Table 4. t./SCAT Common w/d Umm.J(J1 J'rogramme operaljonsand dala analysjs overvjew for /990. Marked
entries indicatft World Day operocjons.[or which lhe resulls have a/so been Senila NCAR, Boulder .

• OPERATING MODES EMPl.OYED IN 1990
Common Programme One, CP-l, u~s a fix.cd
u-ansrnitLing antenna (see Fig, 6), poinling along the
geomagnctic field direclion. TIle three-dimensional
velocity and anisotropy in OIher parameters are
measured by means of lhe rt:t:eiving stations at Kiruna
and Sodankylä (see map, inside front ,uver). CP-l is
capable of providillg resullS with very
time
resolution and is suitable for the sludy o subslOrm
phenomena, particularly auroral prucesses where
conditions mighl change rnpidly, On longer time
scales, CP-I measuremelll,s support studies of diumal
changes, such as almosphcnc tides, and seasonal
varialions. Solar cycle variabililY will also be studied
when sufficient dala have been collecled.

food

Common Programrne Two, CP-Z, is designed to make
mcasuremenL~ from a small, rapid transmitter antem13
sean. One sim is 10 idenlify wave-like phenomena
with lenglh and time scales comparable with, or laeger
than, the scan (few ten km and about ten minutes).
The presenl version consis!s or a rour position sean
which is compleled in six. minutes. The flrst three
positions form a uiangle with vertical, south and
south-east positions, while the rourlh is aligned with
the magnetic field. The receiver site anlennas make
Ihree-dimensiona1 velocilY measuremcnt5 in the
F-region.
Common Programme -Thn::e, CP-], covcrs a lO"
latitudinai range (in ule F-region) with a 17 position
sean up to 74'N in a 30 mmulC cycle.
The
observations are made in a plane defilled by the
magnetic meridian lhrough TromS!b and the Kiruna

S<XIankyUl
antennas
and
measuremenlS in the F-region.

make

continuaus

Common Programme Four, CP-4, covers latiludes up
10 almost 80'N (77'N invariani latilude) using low
elevation, azimuth beam swinging.
CP-4 is
particularly suilable for studies of high latitude
plasma conveclion.
Common Programmc rive, CP-S, has been designed
10 suit the objectives of lower thennosphere coupling
sludies. II combines a lalitudinal sean with delailed
measuremems along the Troms0 magnetic field line.
The primary aim of this experiment is 10 obscrve the
dynamits or Ihe neutral atmosphcre, while
simultaneously exploring the IDCal elecrrodynamic
environment.
Common Programmes One 10 Five are run on the
UHF radar. Two further programmes are designed
for use with the VHF system. Common PrO$ramme
Six., CP-6, is designed for low a1tilude studies, and
Common Programme Seven, CP-7, ror high allitude,
panicularly polar wind, work. 80th CP-6 and CP·7
nave been operaled several limes in 1990. CP·6 also
runs in in the guise of UP-I, bclow, with which it is
identica1.
Three lJnusual Programmes have been defined: UP-I
for D-region observations, UP-2 for aurora! are and
related studies and UP-] ror high resolution sporadic
E-layer (E.) work. These programmcs are started al
ShOfl notice when suitable gcophysical condiLions are
dCLCClCd.
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Fig.6. Painting geomelry for Common Programme modes One, Two and Three;fi/led circles
indjc:aLe the points at which the remote site measurements are made.
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SCIENTlFIC RESEARCH
MESOSPHERE AND D·REGION
During one of the Sotar Proton Events (SPE)
in 1990 the VHF ractar was used to measure
spectra from the D-region at altitudes down
lo about 55 km, by tilting the antenna to the
north.
Anomalously large buckscattered
power levels were occasionally observed in
the vicinity of a large shear in thc velocity of
the neutral wind within the scaucring

potential refractive index. gradient and the
turhulence energy dissiparion rates are large
cnough (Collis, Rietveld. Rönger and
Hocking)".

D-region measurements were made using the
EISCAT UHF radar and thc University of
Lancaster riome~.:r network during two
morning seetor particle precipitation events.
Electron density profiles are interpreted in
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Ffg. 7. Elecrron density and spectra during the SPE on 21 March 1990 at 0610 UT. Nate that
the rhin fayer in the elecITon densiIy profi/e at 68 km is due 10 increased backscauer from
turbulence, and should not be inlerpreled as eleclron density.
volume at ahitudes near 68 km.
Fig. 7
shows profiles of electron density and
spectra from this event. The veJocity shear,
which appears as (WO separaled pcaks in the
spectra, is thought to cause neutral
turbulence in narrow layers which is the
cause of the enhanccd backscaner. Events
were observed where the turbulent seatter
appeared as a third peak in the seattcred
spectrum indicating that the turbulent layer
was very lhin. Calculations of the expeded
backseatler power levels at 224 MHz for
ineoherent seatter and for turbulence scatter
show that the turbulence componen! can be
dominant al heights below about 68 km if the

terms of the incoming speclTum of energelic
eIeetrons by use of a computcr model. One
evem (Fig. 8) was charaeterised by a
hardening spectrum during the growth phasc
folJowed by a softening during the deeay
ph ase. It was shown that simple ideas bascd
upon gradient curvature drift of lTapped
eIeelrons are insufficient to explain the
observations (Hargreaves and Devlin, 1990).

• References given withoul dales indicatc work in
progress, or in press. Others can be found in the
reference lists, staning on page 40.
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Two sharp onsets of eleetron precIpItatian
measured by the EISCAT UHF system have
been studied at very high time resolution (ten
seeonds).
The eleelron energy spectra
deduced from the measurements indicate that
each onset is associated with a complex
influx of soft and hard particles. An onset
which occurred after midnight had a
simu1taneous influx of hard and soft particles
which can not be explained by gradient
curvature drift and il is thercfore concluded
that the influx is duc to direct particle
precipitalion from the plasma sheet (Bums et
al.. 1990).

inputs, the effcct of a change. in solar zenith
angle is then eompared with observations.
Good agreernent is seen between the final
models and observations over the altitude
range 80-1 JO km. The derivcd nitric oxide
profiles resemble those observed at disturbed
times by other means, pea!< concentratians
being just less than 2 109 m- 3. These high
concenD'ations couLd be due to an
enhancemenl of thermospherie nitrie oxide
by energetic particle precipitation in the
morning
seetor
(Bums,
E. Turunen,
Matveinen, ll. Ranta and Hargreaves).
E-REGION STUDIES
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Fig.8. Eleelron densiry projiles observed by
ElSCAT during a slowly varying absorption
even!. The layer liJled with time, indicating
a soJlening of lhe ineoming energelic
electron speelrum.
Electron density profiles measured by the
EJSCAT UHF and VHF rad", during
summer have been used as constraints for
chcmical modelling of the quiel E- and Dregion.
Two ion-ehemical medels were
used: the Mina-Rowe simplified six-ion
mode I and a 35 ian model developed at the
Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory. The
modelling strategy invalved adjuslment of
the solar flux to obtain a fit at E-region
altitudes, followed by adjustment of the
nitrie oxide profile for funher improvement
at all ahitudes. Keeping the same model
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A statistical sludy of the undisturbed Eregion has also been completed and has
shown some significant shoncomings in the
present aeronomical modeIs. In partieular,
the vallcy between the E- and F~regions
which is predictcd by such models is found
to be absent in the measurements, and a layer
of slrongly enhanced eleetron density,
peaking below 100 km a!titude, is found to
be a consistent feature of the winler-time
ionosphere. This !ower tayer cannot be
explained on thc basis of solar radiation and
the neutral atmosphere's major constituents
but measurements made in paralle! with a
sounding rocket launeh from Esrangc (the
ANODE payload) in February 1990 should
al10w the assessment of the role of nitric
oxide as a minor constituent (Kirkwood).
Theoretical and experimental studies of the
fonnatioll of Sporadie E layers by strong
elecuic field s al EISCAT latitudes have been
a major topic of study during the year. The
results show that mOSI of the layers
appearing below IOS km altitude can be
expJained by the action of eleetric fields
directed between westward and southeastward.
In many cases thc observed
electric fields alone are sufficient to explain
the layers bUI in some cases some additional
compressional erfect is needed to account for
the thinncss of the layeTS. Experiments to
study the dctails of ian flow within layers,
with the purpose of studying the cause of the
extra compressian, have been perforrned
during the summer of 1990 and the results
are being assessed (Kirkwood).
In February and March of 1990 an extensive
international campaign of radar and

sounding-rocket measurements took place
with the aim of studying the dynamics of the
mesosphere
and
Iower
thermosphe.re
(DYANA). An alternating code program has
provided some of the best measuremems so
far obtained of the strong tidal winds
occurring in the 80-120 km aitilude interval.
The observations also included several shonlived Sporadic E layers elose to tOO km
altilude, all apparently formed by strong
electric fietds, and in one case correlated
with a similarly shon~lived (less than three
minutes) sudden sodium layer (Kirkwood
and von Zahn).
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Fig. 9. A comparisol1 berweell Ihe average
relations/lip o/ eleclron lemperall4re and
E;</i drift measured by EISCAT and the
prediclions o/the Robinson (1986) lheory.
EISCAT measurements, using altemating
codes, have been used to compare the
eleclric field strength applied across the
magnetic field in the F-region with increases
in E-region electron temperalUre.
The
alternating codes prov ide bOlh excellent
height resolution and time resolution of
90 seconds or even less. The most recenl
analysis of the data has taken accounI of the
semi-diurnaI tide mode to correct the effect
of the neutral wind 011 the relative drift
velocity of the electrons and ions. With

these corrected results the camparison with
the predictions of the theory of electronplasman col1isions at 106, 110 and IlS km
(Fig. 9) was found 10 be extremely good al
all three altitudes (8. Jones, Schlegel,
Robinson
and
HäggsIröm;
Williams,
B. Jones and G. Jones).
The SPORE experiment, with its high spatial
resolution (600 m in the E-region) continues
lO provide important data for the study of
Sporadie E layers, gravity waves and tides.
The addition of long pulse measurements
between 120 and 4oo km allows the tracing
of phase fronts resulting from gravity wave
activity through both Ihe E- and F-regions.
Similarly, the effect of tidal waves can be
studied through the whole height range
providing the dala set is long enough. The
observed day~to-day variabi lity of the semidimmal tide in August 1988 may have been
due to the interaction of the tide with gravity
waves. Complex pauems of gravity waves
observed on three days were found to break
into discrete frequency ranges when
subjected to filtering.
Sporadic E layers were often seen to fonn
and descend through the E-region; such
layers act as good tracers for both the mai n
tidal feature and the superimposed gravity
waves. These Iayers are generated by a wind
shear associaled with lhe semi.-diurnal lide,
even at the high latitude, of EISCAT. The
effect on the layers of interference between
grav ity waves, in the oscillation height and
in the changes in intensity, have alsa been
sludied (Nygren et al., 1990; Lanchestcr,
Nygren, Huuskonen, Tunmen and Jarvis).
AURORAL STUDIES
1t is generally believed that presslIre
gradients created by the adiabatic convection
of the
magnetospheric
plasma
are
responsible for the flow of region-2 fieldaligned currents. However, it has already
been shown that other mechanisms are
needed to funy explain the observed
distributions of field-aiigned currents in
region 2. The role of ion losses has been
analysed, and it was shown that the
assumption of strong pitch angle diffusion
prov ides eSlimates consistent with the
observed precipitation
fluxes.
The
efficiency of the charge exchange process is
I"

generally found to be weak relative to ion
precipitation. Finally. these loss terms were
included inta a simplified modet of
magnetospheric transport. The agreement
with obseIVations reveals the imponance of
ion losses in the generation of regiOlI-2 field~
aligned currents (Peymirat, Fontaine and
Senior).
Extremely strong electric fields in the e10se
vicinity of auroral arcs continue to be
examined. This feature was seen in the data
from the 1988 ERRR1S campaign and il was
suspected that very localized intense electric
fields on just one side of narrow auroral arcs
are of ionospheric origin and c10sely related
to the formation of the three~dimensional
ionospheric-magnetospheric current systems
associated with such struetures.
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part eyc1e between painting direetions north
of the magnetie field line, along the field
line, south of the field line and back along
the field line, with a cyc1e time of four
minutes. During one set of observations a
series of aurora! ares appeared to pass
overhead travelling equatorwards. Ahead of
eaeh are was a band of enhanced eleeuie
field, corresponding to an enhaneed eastwest velocity, and as this band moved
equatorward, lhe electric field caused
frietional healing alang the magnetic field
lines passing through the band. When lhe
antenna was painting northwards, this
frictional heating eould thercfore be seen
over a narrow range of aititudes and
deseending with time. When the antenna
was pointing along the field line however,
the ian heating oceurred simuitaneously at
all heights, and when the antenna was
painting southwards the height range of
heated ions was seen rising in altitude.
Comparing the times at which each band of
enhanced e!ectric field was observed at
different heights in the three different
pointing directions allows the detennination
of the southward velocity of each band. The
velocity of the aurora! features equalJed the
average southward plasma velocity measured
by ElS CAT as shown in Fig. 10 (Williams.
G. Jones and Opgenoonh).

~.

lW,

F·REGION STUDIES

Fig. lO. Evidenee for the southward dnft of
auroral ares shown by enhaneed ion
temperatures and by plasma drift velociry.
A new EISCAT scan experiment was also
eonducted in order to undersland the two~
dimensional nature of these features better.
The data analysis from the campaign in
November 1990 is to~date only very
preliminary.
Since data from similar
experiments c1early indicate that these
narrow regions of strong eleetric fields are
not short lived, but, in fact, fonn a part of the
auroral are eurrent system, we expeet
valuable insights inta the formation of
auroral fonns (Opgenoonh).
The ElSCAT experiment FLUX is designed
(O sean the Troms~ antenria rapidly in a four
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Thc NEED projeet combined rocket and
ineoherent scatter experiments designed la
investigate non-linear processes in the
auroral F-Iayer during partic1e preeipitation.
A modified version of ElSCAT Common
Prograrnme One was used to obtain F-Iayer
data from the same volume of spaee as that
traversed by the rocket. During eounl-down,
real-time data were transmitted from Troms~
tO the Andl1lya Rockel Range where they
were used to identify the required launeh
eonditions. In~situ measurements from the
F~layer were obtained during two rocket
mghlS (November 1988 and October 1990)
and data analysis is proceeding (Svenes)
TravelHng Ionospheric Disturbances (TIDs)
are quasi-periodie varialions of ionospheric
parameters seen to be the ionospherie
response to atlnospheric gravity waves.

Fig. 1/. The general blthavicJUT of the ionospheric parameters lhroughout a blob evem on
26 April 1989. ShowlI lire the ulljiltered EISCAT

cn datu.

The upper leJt Jrame shows Ihe

verticalJy mea.'iuft:d e/ttUrofl dl:ftsiry (10 11 m"J); the upper right frame shows the verlical e/eetron
temperature; in lhe /owe,. leJt lhe verlieal ion tempertlwre and in the /ower righl lhe field aIigned
ion drift.

Fig. 12. Re/mi, j7wlUIlIion of the verticaJIy mc:asured elutron densiry be.w t!n lJDO and
1330 1fT on 20 f nwy /985. This kind of 'big fiOl' TID hos neorly horizontol a' JroniS. The
imporlam paim i· tlUll ir has u verrical wave.lenglh of aOOdt :wiee the thickncs. t/the F·layer
resulting in a wnl'l"t:ssn motion 0/ the upper and lmver part ofthe F-region

2\

ElSCA'J

Common

l>tugramme

Two

meClSlm.:menlS are an ideal base fur extensive
'1'11.> studies.
Six sets of Common
PcognullOle Two data have been analysed in
gU':iit dt:lail in order to dcrive the horizorHal
pJli:l.M;; vt:!ocity, 'nIe evaluation showed that
tolully different kinds of TIDs ex ist, some of
whidl
produce
large
temperature
rltlL,(UU110ns and others which produce large
~lt:cU'l.)n tIeIlsity fluclUatiolls.

Ucside Ihc:st; gravily wave induced TIDs
are some other large wave·like
ioslospheri(.; dislUrbances in the auroral
F-n,:gion, These are the high lalilude trough,
hC<tling evems ano blobs. The name 'hearing
even t' is applied only to cases of additional
e!C(.;lron lemperature enhancement, though
tht:re is an ian temperature enhaneement for
all Ilm~c kinds of events. Elcctron density
decreases and incrcases of the ian drift at
greater heights are also in phase with the
ellhanced ion temperature in aH lhree kinds
of events. EISCAT Common Progranune
Two is aiso the optimum method for studies
of these effeels especially since it has the
ahility to address the temporal alld spatial
dynumics. The general 1Jehaviour of the
toough appcaring in lwo of lhe si~ data selS,
and the good correlaLion between the onset
time of a lrough and the time of E-region
sllnset for about 25 other troughs identified
in COlllmon Poogramme One or Two dala,
sugge~t that lhe high latitude trough may be
cunnecled with the beltaviour of the
terminator al aurorallatilUdes.
then.:

niob:. an; generally scen as moving plasma
c1ouds. Fig. 11 neverthelcss shows that they
may appeal' wavelike, despite the fael that
the lJlolion of the bloh is marc compficatcd
thun !:iimp!e wave or c10ud motion. If the
nIob is seen as a wave it would movc 10 lhe
south with a velocity of more than tOO ms· l .
The wave fronl would be a liule bit steeper
than the magnetie field line. If a hIob were a
plasma c1oud, it would mave with .Ex!! drift
10 the west and other parts of the cloud that
hav~ been funher south would foHow in a
wcstwarJ lllotion.
An(J\hcr very intcresting disturbanee is
prcscmcd in Fig. 12. IL is a gravity wave
relatt:.d 'JlD that produccs big plasma clouds.
Sud} 'big Ilat TIDs' have phase fronls e10se
lu hOriLOlllll1 wilh an anglt to the venical
betwten 70" and 80". Thc other outstanding

eharaclerisuc is that il seems as if such a TID
would enormausly enhanee lhe undisturbed
F~region elCCll"Oll dcnsity,
In the event
shown from 20 February, 1985 (he eleelron
denslty is almost doubled.
Taking the
relativt: dinurbanees this means only a
Ouctuation of 30% though lhe background
e1ectron density only seems to be enhanced
and not d~plcted_ Such a kind of TID is nOL
a rare phenomenon. The special bchaviour is
caused by ilS Dalness,
The ven.ical
wavelcngth is reduced to aboul twice the
thickness of the F-Iayer. This rcsults in a
compressive malian of the upper and Jower
parts of the F·region that is really measured.
1f such a TID had produced an area of
enhaneed eleeb'on density it may be that this
plasma is Iransported via the E.xll drift like a
plasma c1oud. In this way sueh a kind of
gravilY wave relaled TID is a possiblc
candidate for plasma cloud prodlJction
(Mauelshagen).
Experiments designed 10 study thc F-region
ionosphere south of EISCAT have led la a
different interprelatian of the F-region
trough, Height profiles of electron density tO
the north and soulh of the lrough are orten
very
different,
suggcsling
that
the
maintenanee and decay of plasma in the
poleward and cqualorward boundaries are
orten more important than thc generation of
the plasma depletion (Farmer et al., 199Oc).
Camparisons between the (hree dimensional
UCL-Sheftield
coupled
ionosphereIhermosphere numerical model data and
EISCAT data have demonstrated the
difficulty in finding the 'typical' conditions
usually studied by numcrical modellers.
Intense study of spccific intervals iHuslfates
that marc dynamic numericai modelling and
substantiai improvements in lhe seale size of
the inputs 10 the numerical models are
nceessary (Fanner el al. 1990a. b).
Thifly~two

EISCAT Common Programme
Dne experimcllIs betwcen Dctobcr 1981 and
August 1986 have been analysed
for
slatislical purposes in terms of ian
compositian in Ihe altilUde region from 150
to 300 km. The diurnai variation of thc
transition altitudc bctwecn moleeular and
oxygcn ions is found 10 be 26 km. which is
much larger lhan the seasonai variation:
8 km belween summer and winler, and the
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aand geomagnetic index Kp for three different height ranges.

magnetic activity variation: 10 km for Kp
ranging from O to 4. In addition, it is found
that the elttension of the transition region
increases with the transition altitude. Finally
a simple analytical model of ion
composition,
including
only
diumal
variation, is proposed for use in EISCAT
incoherent seatter data analysis (Lathuill~re
and Pibaret).
A detailed analysis of ion heating events
caused by large changes in the ion velocity
has lead to interesting new results on the
altitude variation of the parallel ion
temperature panition coefficient f3 parll'
Analysing only dala paraBel to the magnelic
field, thus reducing the effects of nonMaxwellian
spectra,
it
has
been
demonstrated that f3p!ra increases with
aJtitude from a value of ahout 0.3 near the
F-region peak. to a value of about 0.5 in the
topside P-region.
This shows that the
temperature is becoming more isotropic
(ie ~P;ara = 0.66) with altitude. As yet no
definite explanation has been forthcoming
but il is proposed that Coulomb collisions
become mare importam in the topside
ionosphere (McCrea, Lester, St. Maurice,
Wade and T. Jones).

NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE
lon-neutral dynamics remams a topic of
considerable interest. Studies comparing
neutral winds measured by Fabry-Perot
interferometers (FPI) with those derived
from ElS CAT have cast doubts on the
technique employed to obtain reliable neutral
velocities from measurements of ion
velocities. Although this technique appears
to be successful at lower latitudes, a detailed
analysis of the ion energy and momentum
balances together with a detailed error
analysis
demonstrale
that
individual
experiments give poor results around 70' N
latitudc. However, statislical surveys may be
used effectively to study average conditions
and the existing special program me database
is being augmented with conjunctions of
Common Programme data with FPI
measurements (Fanner et al., 199Od)
During the 1988-89 and 1989-90 Winters.
coordinated campaigns were conducted
between EISCAT and [he Frcnch Michelson
interferometer, MICADO, which was
installcd at Sodankylä. Specific experiments
were developed in order 10 measure, or
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derive, neuttal winds and temperature from
the same armospheric vulume using the two
instruments. Neuttal winds measured by
MICADO in the E-region, using the °15 line
are in good agreement with Chatanika
In the F-region,
statistical rc~ults_
differences are found between infetTed
EISCAT neutral meridional winds and thase
measllred by MICAOO using the OlD
emission. Most of the discrepancy is due to
thc presence of vel'lical winds during
observations made when the magnetic
activity was high (Thuillier et aL, 1990).
The technique for deriving the horizontal
component of the thennospheric wind in the
magnetic
north-sauth
meridian
from
incaherent~scatter radar observations is now
being used for global scale studies; the
resuiting meridional neuttal winds are being
combined with winds detennined from other
techniques and compared with sophisticated
numerical modeis.
It was therefore
appropriate to re-examine their derivation
and their dependence on parameters such as
ion composItion, neutral densities, ionneutral collision frequencies and thennal
diffusion, as wel1 as on the experimental
modes
of
the
individual
radars.
Observations taken un 26-28 June 1984 at
various radar sites were used to study in
detail the derivation of the meridional wind.
The atmospheric model (O and Nz), or the
collision frequencies (paI1icularly O~ <-> O)
were found to be extremely important in the
wind detennination; an error in these
parameters can lead to systematic errors that
are most significam during the night. lon
composition and therrnal diffusion are not
found, in practice, to have significant effects
(Wickwar, Bumside, Salah, Duboin and
Alcayde).
EISCAT Common Programme One data
collected between 1985 and 1990 have been
used to study the daily and annual variation
of the neutral wind at 102, 110 and 120 km
altitude. Since it is well known that the
neutral wind exhibits sinusoidal variations
with 12 h and 24 h perioos, the neutral wind
obtained from the ion drift measurements at
these altitudes was analysed in terms of these
semi-diurnal and diurnai tides to derive
amplitudes and phases tagether with a
constant mean wind. Five constants thus
determine the neutral wind in the meridional
and another five in the zonal direction,
These ten parameters have been calculated
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for 109 days from the above time interval
covering all seasons.
If the fil of the measured wind vectors
detailed above is unsatisfacrory, this is an
indieation that frequency componems with
periods other than 12 h and 24 h are present
in the data.
This is expccted during
disturbed days when the electric field affects
the neutral wind. The goodness of the fit is
thus a measure of lhe dislurbance of the
neutral wind by such effects. Fig. 13 shows
the residual of the fit (nns) as a funetion of
the geomagnetic index Kp for different
altitudes. Il is obvious that a correlation with
Kp exists, particularly al the upper aititude
level, where the influence of the disturbing
electric fields is strongest. At lower altitudes
this effect decreases as expected.
The
residuals at these alLiludes indicate that there
are other spectral components in the neutral
wind which are not geomagnetically
controlled, but stem from components with a
16, 35 or 54 hour period which have been
occasionally found (Kunitake and Schlegel).
Attempts to model tidal modes in the lower
thermosphere have employed coupled
models of the lhennosphere and ionosphere
which assume a semi~empirical forcing
function at a height below 100 km. The
Thennosphere-Ionosphere General Circulation Model (TIGCM) was forced with a
semi-diurnal oscillation derived from a
purely theoreticaVnumerical mode!. Solar
heating was estimated on the basis of the
Covington index of solar radio flux white
high-Iatitude forcing was estimated on the
basis of measurements of the interplanetary
magnelic field and Kp. For the Lower
Thennosphere Coupling Study (LTCS) of
21-25 September 1987, the wnal and
meridional winds pl"edicted by the TIGCM
could be compared with thc actual
observations made by EISCAT. Fig.14
illustrates the very good. agreement obtained,
which provides a powerful vindication of the
mode1. A similar camparison between the
predictions of the TIGCM and the winds
observed. at Sondrestromfjord gave a much
poorer agreement, almost certainly because
Sondreslromfjord is aL a higher geomagnctic
latitude and is far more seriously affected by
ionospheric convection in the polar cap
(Johnson and Virdi).
Daily observations of the semi-diurnal
oscillation in the meridional neutral wind in

the lower thermospherc wcre pos~ibJe during
the ERRRJS campaign in spring 1988. The
height profilf'. of (he field aligned plasma
velocity frequenrJy showt-d a dcarJy tiefined
waveform with a vel"tical wilveiength of
about 32 km, a descellding wi\vefront and a
period of 12 hours. This oscilitHioll was
identified with the (2 4) tid::!1 mode. The
phase of this mode. was "hnost constanL from
day-Lo-day al all heighls bU! the umplihlde
was very strongly moduiated ., he average
amplitude of the semi··diumal oscillation
over the heighl I1mge 105-110 km (1lJring the
eleven day ERRRlS campaign can be fittoo
with a 53 hour period modulation, which
agrees weil with the ptriod of planerary
waves which art pmrninenl at Tromsl1l
(Williams and Virdi).
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HIGH AL'lTfUDE STUDIES
Initial EISCAT-VHF operations demonstrat~
ed capabilities in prohing the topside
ionosphere. A method has been establishect
which allows for computing the llt venical
velocity from the main ionospheric para~
meters measured by the radar. In order to
test this method, a fully controlled sequence
has been establisheu consisting of generating
an ideal ionosphcl'e by solving the coupled
contilluity and momentum equations for a
two ion plasma (0+ and H+). Synthetic
autocorrelation functions (ACPs) are then
generated and used as actual measuremenlS
to compute H+ vertical velocities which can
be compared. with the o'ue ones. AgeneraIly
good agreement is found within the altitude
range 200-1000 km, which shows that the
method of computing H+ vertical velocities
is reliable (Blelly, Fonranari, Alcayde, Wu,
Blanc, Lathuillere and Baraklu)
Pollowing
this
slLldy,
initial
VHF
observations were used to stuuy tite vertical
nows of 0+ and H ~ in the topside
ionosphere. Two p<Uticular nigllls, one very
quiel, and the second with moderate
rnagnetic activity, werc used la provide a
flrsl slUdy of the morphology and orders of
magnitude or ian Olltt1ow f1uxes over
Troms~). Preiimlnary trends were identified
which requirc confinll8liun by further
observations, namcly; [lear Lem, or
downward, 0+ Oows most or the time,
slrongly corrdalcd wtlh llliignelit: aClivily,

Fig. J4.

A comparison of zonal and

meridional winds measured by EISCAT and
those predicted by the TIGeM at
approximately 115, 125 and 135 km.
and mostly driven by downward diffusion;
always upward H+ topside ion fluxes, with
velocilies reaching 1000 ros· 1 and maximum
flux values of 10 12 m- 2 s- 1, suggesting a
pennancnl subsonic outflow at 1000 km;
reasonable consistency of the observations
with numerical models (Wu, Blanc, A1cayde,
Fontanari and Kofman).
FunheT studies require comparison of
observations Wilh numcrical simulations at
similar
atmospheric
and
ionospheric
conditions.
In this respect, the neutral
atmosphere plays a key role as a source of
H+ ions (charge exchange processes) and
also as a sink. of momentum and energy via
the ion~neutra1 coilision processes. In order
10 characlerize the upper aunosphere
tcmperature and composition, use was made
of the ion encrgy cquation (including
convecrion, work and conctuction tenns) for
detcnnining the neutral oxygen temperature
and den sity, and the H~ continuity equalion
(illc1uding the dynamical tenn) for the
estimate of the neutral hydrogen density.
Whilc a general ly good agTeement is found
between the oxygen temperature and density
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equations are solved for O, and H+ as a
function of time and ll.ltitude, laking into
account the inertia! tenn. lon and elecbUn
temperatures together with initial velocities
and concentrations for each ion are obtained
A finite
from the VHF rneasurements.
difference method is used for the oumerical
solution. The simulation results are in good
agreemtnt with the radar observations;
comparative results show that the electric
field and meridional neutral wind play an
important role.
When the eieclIic field
vectar is known, from simullaneous UHF
radar observations, one can get a very good
estimate of the venical and meridional winds
up to about 600 lo 700 km. From 1988 lo
1990 the VHF observations never revealed
supersonic velocities for H+. EKtrapolated
calculations at higher altitudcs than the
observations can give supersonie velocities if
the plasma pressUT-e is low enough at the
high altitude boundary. This means that, for
some geophysical conditions which are to be
studied, very large upward velocities can be
encountered (Wu, Taieb, Blanc, Alcayde,
Fontanari and Kofman).

Altitude lkm]
2000 , . . . - - - - , - - - - ,

VHF

1500

1000

(vertiCCll)'

IPUHF
;(along

/,

BY}

lp

500

II

JPp
°OL---~-----'

SOO

1000

Dislance [km l

Fig./5. Geometry sketch/or the combined
VHF and UHF EISCAT experiment. The

thicker lines indicate the altitude coverage of
the different radar modulation schemes. The
sketched auroral feature

is

meant

An alternative approach has allowed the
hydrogen parameters to be fitted directly to
the measured radar data (see cover). The
data selS produced by Common Programme
Seven are almost always contaminated by
spurious satellile echoes and a special data
integration program has been consUlIcted to
remove these returns on a gate by gate basis;
the output of this package is dean enough to
allow H+ composition, temperature and
velocity to be directly determined under
some conditions (Lt'vhaug and van Eyken).

to

illustrare the discussion in the text.
determined by the EISCAT VHF radar and
the CIRA-86 mode!, the determined
hydrogen densities are generally larger than
the model by faetors ranging from 2 to 5; an
extteme case was found for which observed
hydrogen densities were more than 20 times
larger than the model (Blelly, Fontanari,
Alcayde, Wu, Blanc and Hansen).
A tool to aid the interpretation of the ion
escape observed in the upper ionosphere by
the VHF radar has been produced in the form
of a numecicat code simulating the thermal
plasma that expands from the F~region
reaching high altitudes in the protonosphere.
The coupled continuity and momentum
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As noled in earlier annual repons, one of the
unexpected results from the analysis of the
coordinated ElSCAT{VIKlNG dataset was
the discovery of large outward nows of the
bulk ian population in tbe topside
ionosphere. These fast and intense outflows
were always found to be associated with
auroral particle precipitation, and often also
with
extremely
enhanced
electron
temperatures in the F~region above auroral
arcs.
To gain furmer insight into the ionospheric
processes behind these observations, a new
ElSCAT experiment was developcd, using
both the UHF and VHF facilities for studies
of the topside ionosphere.
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Fig.16, Exampll' o/ alliludeltime
diagrams for different ionospheric
plasma parameters from
the
comblned UHF (/ower) and VHF
(upper) EISCAT experiments for
high alriludes. The passage of a
lriple auroral Slruclure can clearly
be recogllized around 1800 UT.
In two campaigns in Febmary and
November 19R9 new dala were
collected from a1titudes as high as
900 km with the UHF system and
1500 km with the VHF system.
The
campaigns
wcrc
very
successful and lhe data analysis is
still in progress. As a first result it
could be show n that the upward
acceleration of ions conrinues to
increase towards higber altitudes
and Ihal the ion outflow is
associated with narrow auroral
structures.
The spatial geometry of the
combincd EISCAT illlF and VHF
experiment is shown in Fig. 15.
while Fig. 16 shows examples of
UHF and VHF data from a
disturbed period. It can easily be
understood that thc structure in the
EISCAT data around 1800 UT must
have been produced by a multiple
southward drifting system of
auroral arcs. It can also be seen that
the encrgy spectrum of precipitating
clectrons must have been very wide.
containing
a relative ly
large
proponion of low energy particles
(see Fig. 16, Raw N,).
The
in
topside
associated effecls
e1ectron temperature and ian
velocily are observed by the VHF
radar at consequently decreasing
altitudes.
and
siighlly
later
simultaneously at all altiludes by
the UHF radar. Since thc observed
Oux reaches values of almost
1.8 10 14 particles ffi 2 il is nm
believed that the acceleration
process can be of thermal character.
The study has revealed that there
seem to exisl lwO types of fieldaligned bulk ian outOows in the
nightside auroraioval. One type is
associated with strong horil.omal
electric fields. which heat ions
27

~ffectively

at aU ionospheric altitudes.
thereby producing a thenna! bulk outflow.
The other type, referred to here, occurs only
above aurora! precipitation and no panicula.r
ian heating can be observed on the same
magnetic field· line. However, during these
events
the
high
aJtitude
electron
tempcratures are ofren elevated to extreme
values of several 1000 K. The observed ian
outflows of the second type are so common
and so intense that the)' must constitute a
major source for the magnetospheric ian
population of heavier ions (Wahlund.
Opgenoonh, Häggström, Winser and Jones).
Different phenomena contribute to the
hearing of the high latitude ionosphere; they
have been reviewed and therr relative
imponance discussed.
Amongst these
processes. the magnetosphcric electron
fluxes precipitaling at the top of the auroral
ionosphere dissipate therr energy and heat
the wnbiem electton gas. The Boltzmann
transpon equation that leads to the heating
rate has been solved and used to explain the
high electron temperatures observed above
EISCAT (Kafm.n .nd LilenSlen).
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Il i!t: well know n that. uuring periods of large
elecuic field" ion·neutral collisions can
pnxJllC~
a llon-Maxwellian velocity
distributjoll. which rcsu1t~ in an incoherent
SCl'ltler spcClrum dif(erenl from that which is
normully ubscrvcd. In pMticular a spike .in
the middle of the spectrum may OCCUI whlle
ilS shouldcrs are decreasro. Il was now
inve~tigatt:d whethcr iOR-ion col1isions can
aiso significantly modify the velocity
distnbution function and thus Ihe incuherent
scatter Speclru!U. Fig. 17 shows calculations
of thc: incoherent seauer spectrum for
different values of the Talio A = vjVin and
for a drift velocity of upe.rp = 1.5 (in units of
the thenna! speed of the neutrals). A BGK
coJlision rno<1el was used for the
calculations. Il is secn thai ion·jon collisions
tend 10 bring lhe spectra back to their nonnal
shape.
This is because the momentum
transfer by ion-ion co!lisions has no
privileged dircction, while in the ease of ianneutral collisions the drift velocity of the
ian s is a privileged direction. Titus ian-ian
collisions opcrate against anisotropies in the
.distribution fUllction. From Fig. 17 il is clear
that this effecl becomes impo11anl when
A.2:: l. Fig. J 8 shows Vu and vin versus
altitude for theee peJiods where the electric
field was ? 50 mVm- 1•
The collision
numbers are ca1culated. from formulae given
Nagy (1980). The v.lues of
by Schunk
ian dt::llsity and temperature inserted inta
these formulae wcre takell from EISCAT
CP-! dat., while the Msrs 86 model was
used for thl:: neurral density. Il is seen that
above about 280 km Vii begins to exceed Vin;
thus, above this altitude, incoherent scauer
speetra are probably (ess inOuenccd by
anisolcopic ion Vel(lCily distributions than
~lieved
(V. Tereshchenko,
previously
E. Tercshchcnko and Koht).
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NON-MAXWfiLLlAN PLASMAS

IJ~ 55~

HIGH LATITUDE CONVECTION AND
MAGN1'.'TOSPIIERIC RESPONSES

Fig. 17. Incoherenl seaaer speccra for
different values of A = v.lv... and u~'P = 15
(in teniIS of the lherma[ speea o/ lhe
'leutru[s). Il was asswned thaI T~ =1080 K.
The frequency scaJe is valid/or lhe EISCAT
VHF system.
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Elcctric fieJds and conductivities derived
frum ErSCAT during lwo GrSMOS
campaigns in January 1984 and September
1986 were induded in the NCAR data base
and combint::d with other observations from

incoherent and coherent radars, groundbased magnetometers and satellites, with
IMF-dependent
electrostatic
potential
models, and with models of solar-produced
conduclivity to map the inslantaneous largescale electric potential in the auroral and
polar regions, using the Assimilative
Mapping of lonospheric Electrodynamics
(AMIE) technique described by Richmond
and Kamide (1988). This technique also
yields estimates of horimotaI and fieldaligned currents, of the Joule healing, and of
the total cross·polar-cap potential drop,
which have been compared to independent
estimatians of these quantities.
The
instantaneous convection pauerns obtained
for
different
orientations
of
the
interplanetary magnetic field were shown to
be generally consistent with statistical
pattems (Richmond et al., 1990; Emery et
al., 1990).

EISCAT Common Programme Three
experiments conducted between June 1984
and November 1987 have been used to
conSb"Uct empirical statistical models of
convection elcctric fields and electrostatic
potential as a function of the Kp magnetic
index. These modets, given by a set of
coefficients which describe their latitudinal
and local-time variations between 61 and 72invariant latitude, provide quantitative
evaluatians of the total potential drap in the
field of view of the radar, of the convection
cells spatial extensions and rotations relative
to the noon-midnight meridian, and of the
penetration of electric fields towards midlatitudes. They show how these convection
characteristics vary with magnetic activity.
The same CP-3 experiments have also been
used to study the solar radiation and partic1e
contributions to the height-integrated
conductivities. A modet of solar prcxluced
conductances was deduced, which shows
that they vary roughly as the cosine of the
solar zenith angle.
This model was
subtracted from the measured values to yield
the partic1e-produced conduclances which
were campared to the statistical model of
Hardy et al. (1989) obtalned from precipitating electron characterislics measured on
board the DMSP satellites. It was shown
that the EISCAT-derived panic1e-produced
conductances agree weIl with the DMSP
mode I in the morning sector, but that they
are systematically larger than the model in

In the morning sector, a marked depression
of the electron density is often observed in a
narrow range of latitudes (few degrees)
between 200 and 400 km altitude. It is
correlated with high measured values of the
ian temperature, higher than firs! expected
such that the anisotropy had same
consequences on the data processing. A
three dimension thennal plasma code was
ron and showed that the depression was
primarilya consequence of an increased rate
of chemical recombination (Taieb).
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the evening seetar (see Fig. 19).
This
differenee was attributed to E-region
eleetron produetion by energetic ian
precipitarion whieh oceurs preferential1y in
the evening seetor (Senior et al., 1990;
Senior).
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bottom). The crosses and vercical bars are
the mean particle-produced conductances
and their standard deviations derived from
E/SCAT data, while the conlinuous lines are
from Ihe model of Hardy el al. (1989).
Data from flve incoherent scaUer radars,
including EISCAT, were used to study the
penetration of auroral eleetric fields towards
middle and Iow latiturles during a GISMOS
campaign in January 1984. It was shown
that the theoretIcal models of plasma
canvection in the inner magnetosphere
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reproduce roughly the main characteristics of
the observed electric fields, and that the
differenees between theory and data can be
attributed to the effeets on the electric field
of the delayed response of the neutral wind
to hearing of the auroral zone (Fejer et al.,
1990).

MAGNETOSPHERE·IONOSPHERE
COUPLING
Observations of the dayside aurora by optieal
instruments on Svalbard have been made in
conjunetion with EISCAT measurements of
ionospherie plasma nows. Dctai1ed study of
the ion temperature within flow bursts
associated with transient 630.0 nm and
557.7 nm auroral events revea1s the flow to
be a continual series of bursts during
southward Interplanetary Magnetic Field
(IMF) conditions, with velocities ranging
from below 1 kms· 1 to more than 4 lans-lon
time scales of a few minutes. The two
examples of transient flow bursts and
associated ion temperature enhaneements in
Fig.20 at 0845 UT and 0910 UT are
coincident in time and space with 630.0 nm
and 557.7 nm auroral transients, observed by
photometers and all-sky eameras at
Ny Ålesund, Svalbard. Similar events have
been associated with magnetopause flux
transfer events. The plasma velocity veetors
derived from the beamswinging technique
indicate an increase in flow speed from
below 500 ms·\ to over 4 kms· 1, whieh is
eonsistent with the fourf01d inerease in ion
temperature. For the second flow burst.
however, the temperature increase occurred
at 0903 UT in the western azimuth of the
POLA experiment, but not until 0910 UT on
the eastem azimuth. Hence, between these
times the assumptions inherent in the
beamswinging method utilised in this
experiment are eertainly invalid and the
northeastern flow at event onset is probably
in error.
Despite this, the nows are
definitely po1eward as the line of sight
velocities are away from the radar
(Lockwood et al., 1990a).
Observations of both aurora1 transients and
ion now bursts at 1600 UT on the same day
indicate that these events have different
characteristics from thase near magnetie
noon.
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A peIsislCJlt shci:lr nuw revcr.. al, HI:!:. 22,

hfiglJt..:m.i t:ml falks i..n a iimileu longitudinal
SCJ.:{Or
Ilnd
il
fragmenl
on
the
l:onvocuoll/aul"CJrul huundary which moves
l:.l1j[i·Sllllw~ull.
The cause of lhese quasipcriuc.Ec: aurora:) and m(lmentary fieldalignt:o .,:um::nls is not yel undcrstood

ni

the COJlvcujoll pDlllf \..ap hOlllldi.l.lY IS colocated at ull tilTh:b with thl: pole.wlUu CU~'"
of the bnckground 630.0 mn Jurora (Ik}lw"'tr~
the dot-dash anti tht: dasfwd lines). Thl
growlh phast: of a substonn comll1t:IlCeb
foJlowing a sOllthwan1 tunting of the IMF
und is marked by an Cc.luatonvard motion of
th~ mlariona! convection reversal boundary
arter 1830 UT, due to the growlh of the polar
cap. The expansion phase of the substoml is
det1n~d by a network of magnelometers to
begin near 1920 UT and is marked by the
appearam.:e of eastwauJ now in lhe polar cap.
In the n~covcry phase lhese nows slowly
evolve to anri-sunward. The background
aurora, which has charaCleristics consistent
with the c1efl/Low Lhtitude Boundary Layer
(il.BL), lies entirely in the region of
SUl1waro convection flow.
There are two
equawrward jumps of the convectian
reversal and the aurora] boundaries, each
following a 1ransieot 557.7 om aurora (solid
lines). These events have a LwO componenl
form; a lower latiluue are fragment which

nmel.o1l...... tI.l

li!u600

1210

(Sanll!Io1t and Lockwood, 1990; Sand holt et
ni.. 1990)
The t.iimensiollti of the u'ansicllt cvents near

have been calculated from both the
radar and aptical dala and have been found
ID be c1ongmoo in the east west direction
with churacreristic dimensions 200-300 km
norlh/soulh dnd lS()()-2000 km east/west.
This elungaled ionospheric signature is very
suggestive of the extendcd X-line models of
Flux TransJer Events (FfEs). Analysis of
the
implications
of these
EISCAT
observations has Iead to an important new
concepl of the cusp as a conlinuaUy pulsed
sauree, rather than a steady iltjection of
magnelOshealh panicles inta the ionosphere.
In panicular the dimensions of the events
detected by EJSCAT are similar la lhose of
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the statistical mcaJl cusp identitied by
spacecraft partide detectors. Tests of this
model are at present underway ond data
laken by EISCAT during the flfst Geospace
Environrnent Modelling (GEM) observational campalgn in 1990 will focus 011 this
problem.
Initial results have revealed
interesting spatial structUI'C hnd fMF
dependencies of the northward IMF cusp
(Lockwood el aJ., 1990b: Elphic el aJ., 1990:
Carlson, Lockwood, Reiff and van Byken;
Reiff. Carlson, Weber, Lockwood and
van Eyken).
The COUplillg !>etween the magnetosphere
and ionosphere on the nighlside is mainly
through the explosive release of energy
during magnetospheJic substonns. Combined observations of aurora! surges and
substorms
using
the
EISCAT
and
Sondrcstromfjord radars have cOlllinued.
During the substonn aurora! forms in the
midnight sector are seen to expand poleward
at Sondresttomfjord and in one ease thc
polar cap boundary, measured by ElSCAT,
contraels polewards in thc dawn seclor at the
same time (Robinson el aL, 1990).
Several multi-point studies of subSlorms are
underway with EISCAT data fOffiling a key
segment of the work. It is clear from a study
of an isolaled substorm during the
SUNDIAL campaign of 1987, when
ElS CAT was in the post midnight seClor,
that the start of the substonn growlh phase,
identified by enhancemcnt of the plasma
now in response to a sOllthward turning of
the IMF, differed depending UpOIl lhe lccal
time at the rddar. The growth phase began
earliest at radars nearcst local noon and latest
at the radars near midnight and lowest
latitude. 'The ex.pansion phase onsel resuits
in the rapid motion of the nightside flow
reversal weslward in the c1assic manner of
the motion of the Harang diseonlinuily.
Another isolated substorm occurred during
the Dual Aurora! Radar Nelwork (DARN)
observational campaign of October 1989
when EISCAT was in the pre-midnight
sectar and observing in the POLA
experiment mode. On this occasion, the
growth phase in the pre-midnight seetor
began shonly arter the southward lurning of
the IMr and was idenlified by the
equatorward expansion of the polar cap
boundary. This suggesls thaL the response to
the growth phase Ilat only depends on local
The nows
time bUl a1so 011 latitude.

immedialeJy arter the substann onsel at
1926 UT are remarkably weak at EISCAT
(Fig. 2J), despite the longitude of the auroral
break>up region being identified a few
degrees to the west of the measurement
mclidian.
(Lester, de la Beaujardiere,
Foster, Ruohoniemi, Swider, Liihr, Lepping
and Lazarus; Lester, Lockwood, Yeoman
and Orr).

OTHER SCATTERING PHENOMENA
AboUI 240 h of passive observations of
InterplanetaJy Scintillation (IPS) were
recorded in 1990, main1y at Kiruna and
Sodankylä. By comparing the scintillations
of compac:t radio sources recorded along
lines of sight passing c10se to the sun, the
mec:hanisms responsible for the acceleration
of the solar wind have been investigated.
Acceleration profiles which cannot be
ex.plained by current theories have been
reeorded (Coles, Esser, Markkanen and
UJvhaug).
High-resolution measurements of natural
photoelectron-enhanced plasma lines have
been made using a chirped (frequency
modulated) transmitter pulse with the
EISCAT UHF radar. Results from two
different
experiments
have
been
investigated; the fiesl was ron in May 1986
near solar minimum and the second in JulyAugust 1989 near solar maximum. The
enhanced detectability and time resolution of
spectral plasma-line measurements was
demonstrated.
The frequency resolution
allows for direct measurements of fieldaligned electron currents larger than
10 jlAm· 2 at electron densities less than
210 11 m'].
I-Iowever, duc to quict
ionospheric conditions, unambiguous current
values of this magnitude could not be
measured from the available data (La Hoz
and Fredriksen).
Strongly enhanced ion acoustic shoulders of
the incoherent seatter specrrum at 933 MHz
at a!titudes from 138 to 587 km have been
found during several Common Programmes.
The enhancements approach nearly IwO
orders of magnitude in lotal backscauered
powt:r and occur at either one or both of the
ion acoustic shoulders. Fig. 23 shows an
exampl<:> of flve successive 10 second
33
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Fig. 23, Successive projile~ of speClra from a Common Programme Five field-a/igned position
from 14 February /990. The self normalised speclra show ion·acoustic enhancements which
vary in time and space during the thytt! middle /O secand recortis.
spectntl records from Common Prognunme
Five illustrating the spatial IUld temporal
variability of these echoes.
111ese unusual spectra appear if} two
preferred heighl regions having different
charactcrislics, the upper E-region between
138 and 200 km, and the topside ionosphere
above about 300 km. The enhancements are
associated with geomagnetic dislUrbances,
high eleelrOn lemperatures, aumral arcs, and
red aurora in the F-region. The EJSCAT
observations, which are mainly along the
magneLic field direction, indicate that fieldare
aligned thennaJ
eIeelron
drifts
destabilizing the ion acoustie waves. h is
suggested that field-aligned flows of soft
electrons deposiling t!leif energy al
horizontally poorly eondueling F-region
heights result in paraBel elecuic fieJds in the
iOllosph~re which in lurn produce the
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thennal eleetron motions that are the cause
of the observations.
The implied thennal eurrents are very large
Q: l 000 )lA m·l )
and
have
important
impliealions for studies of auroral are
processes and magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling.
These spectral enhancements,
which are rare, shon-lived and have some
c.:haracleristics similar to satellite echoes,
have probably been rejected as such in the
past (Riclveld, Coli is and St. Maurice).
Three experimental campaigns involving
measurements with the COSCAT facility
took place during 1990, following the initial
The
observations in actober 1989.
measurcments make use of an additionai
low-power tnlnsmiltcr, located at Oulu,
which makes il possible to observe fieldaligl\cd auroral irregularilies of 16 cm

wavelenglh, by means of the EISCAT
receiving anlennas at Kiruna and Sodankylä.
The majoriry of the observations have been
performed by using these two antennas
passively, although a short interval of active
observations has been undertaken to obtain

measurements of F·region electric tieids on
magnetic field lines corresponding to the
observed coherent backscauer.
Coherent echoes were observed on the
majority of nights for which observations
were made. The backscauer fiuctuations are
very dynamic on timescales of a few
seconds. The spectrl:1 appeared similar to
thase observed in previous EISCAT studies

at greater aspect aogIes. They are typically
skewed, with a steep fall-off at high Doppler
shifts. Occasionally, more complex fanns
have been seen, inc1uding double-peaked
spectra which seem likely to be caused by
spatial variations of the plasma now within
the large scauering v01ume.
A strong
correlalion has been noted belween the
Doppler velocity of the irregularities and
their backscattered power, whi1e an
anlicorrelation exists between backscauer
power and spectral width.
An unexplained feature of the observations is
that the smallest spectral widths appear to be
associated with velocities of around
±420 ms· l • One possibility is that these
spectra arise from 16 cm wavelength
irregularities stabilised by
~nomalous
collisions. -The observed velocity is some
30% larger than the ion acoustic speed at
100 km altitude, and agrees with the
predictions of the resonancc broadening
theory (Robin son and Honar}') for the
velocity of stabilised waves. The optimum
azimuth and elevation for backscatter
observations from the two receiving sites
also suggests that the irregularities originate
at heights close to 100 km, thus providing
further support for this interpretation
(Schlegel el al., 1990; McCrea, Schlegel,
Nygren and Jones).

IONOSPHERIC MODIFlCATION
(HEATING)
ElS CAT conlinues to be a key diagnostic
during
High
Power
Radio
Wave
modification experiments of the ionosphere
with the Heating Facility at Troms0. The
most recent analysis of electron densily and
temperature measurements in the F-region
indicates that large (of order 100%)
cnhancements in electron temperature occur
in a narrow altitude region near the reflection
These
height of the heater beam.
enhancements deeay in intensity with
increasing disla.llCe from the peak (at about
200 km) in a direction slong the magnetic
field, both above and below the interaction
height.
These EISCAT observations of
electron lemperature enhancement profilcs
are in very good agreement with mDdel
calculalions which assume a delta function
heat source at the interaetion heighl.
Observation of the onset and decay times of
the heater induced temperature enhaneements were also undenaken and these were
aIso consistem with the model calculations.
The decay times for both experiments and
two types of model are illustrated in Fig. 24.
The good agreement between the model and
observations with regard to both the
temporal and spalial characteristks of the
electron tempcrature confirm the validity of
currently accepted values of the transport
coefficients in the auroral F~region (Stoker,
Honary, Robinson, T. Jones, Stubbe and
Kopka).
Observations of the electron dcnsity
response to heating are much mote variable
[han those of electron temperature. This is to
be expected since ElS CAT measurements of
electron density are less reliable than those
of temperature in the presence of heater
induced turbulent fluctuations and the
response may involve an inerease or
decrease in density depending on whether
or
transpon
cffeets
photochemistry
dominate. Near 200 km altitude, these two
erfecls are finely balanced and it is difficult
to prediet which is the more important.
A P811icular ionospheric HF-TTlodiftcation
experiment was carried out in 1986. The
EISCAT system used the chirpcd and nonnal
plasma and ian line receivers. The ion lines
were observed at the lower reDection level
and at the topside of the F region (oop'oo =: l).
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Heater induced plasma lines were observed
only in the flrst 10 s integration interval,
indicating a strong overshoot.
Multiple
unusual simultaneous lines were observed,
nonnally originating within one kilometre of
the critical region, but sometimes from lower
heights. The frequency of the most common
line is offset some 250 kHz from the heating
frequency.
The usual plasma line
enhancement at frequencies elose to the
heater frequency was not seen and the
natural photo-electton enhanced plasma line
was absent throughout the experiment,
probably due to strong Landau damping
corresponding to the ionospheric conditions
(Isham et al., 1990).
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Two EISCAT-Heating campaigns weI'e
perfonned in 1990, one of them in
collaboration with a VS group (F. Djuth and
M. Sulzer) who brought special data taking
equipment which was used to record the
analogue output of the receivers directly to
tape for subsequent analysis. The superior
capabilities of this method promise many
interesting results, especially in comparison
with Arecibo measurements.
Detailed
results are not yet available because the vast
amounts of data need longer times for
evaluation. However, a frrst elear result was
that plasma lines are observed at higher
altitude by the VHF system than by the UHF
system. This is expected from conventionai
weak turbulence theory and represents,
therefore, a strong argument in favour of this
theory. Another, at frrst glance surprising,
result was the rather regular up and down
pumping of the intensity of the ion line with
quasi-periods of a fraction of a millisecond.
This may be an indication of spatial
coherence in the excitation and will be
further investigated (Kohl, Kopka, Rietveld
and Stubbe).

DIGITAL SIGNAL ACQUISITION AN!> HARDWARE IMPROVEMENTS

The alternating code decoder system has now reached full uperationai status. Decoder units have
been installed in all EISCAT cOJTClutors, lind all necessary hardware modifications are also
complcted. The radar has thus become reauy for the application of practical, comrnonly available
altemating-cooe based experiments. To simplify matters for external users, and also to gain
experience, considerable ef'fort has been spent on the design of device driver software for the
decoder, as weil as on ilS integration inta the EISCAT Real-time Operating System (EROS)

enviromnem.
The new features have a1so been upplied in aClual experiment design. A few different algorithms
have been wriuen and tested. One of these is [unctionally very similar to the Common
Progl'amme Onc algorithm, bUl uses tl 16 baud altemating codes set for the E- and Fl-region
monostatic part, rather lhan the interlaced multipulses of the current Common Programme One.
It is expected 10 perform particularly well under condilions of low density or high T/1\. when it
will be about (WO to three times faster than the present Common Programme One algorithm. The
new algorithm was used in a number of tests and was also operated in a real time demonstration
during the autumn SAC meeting at the Troms0 site. SAC have since commissioned the
dcvelopment of a full-fcatured alternllting-code based experiment algorithm, which should
eventually be used in the next generation Common Programme One, Two and Five programmes.
Another algorithm which has been developed uses a combination of alternating codes and Barker
codes to achieve high spatial resolution (450 m) in thc E-region and, at lhe same time, almost
complete freedom from the range ambiguilies which are common in Barker-coded multipulse
experiments. A version of this algorithm was run extensive ly during a campaign in December
producing exceptionally etean data which was successfully analyzed without requiring any prior
corrcctions. It is believed that this is the first ever scientific operalion of a Barker-cocted
alternating coctes experiment.
Both these basic algorithms are being developed (urtheT. Several versions of each, with different
range resolutions and coverages, will eventually be available.
In Troms~, the UHF receiver upgrdde program was conrinued with the installation of a Iargedynamic-range first mixer, similar to those already adoplcd at the Kiruna and Sodankylä sites. Il
was also necessary to replace the existing first local oscillator systems with very low phase-noise
devices in order to combat reciprocal mixing. This is a process which can occur in any mixer, or
other non-linear device, which has several strong signals imposed on iL Expressed in simple
tenns, every signal which is strong enough to drive thc device inta non-linearity can act as a local
oscillator signal, regardless of through which port it enters the mixer. Strong, unwanted signals
just outside the band of interest will enter the receiver mixer tl1rough thc RF port and mix with
any noise sidebands that may be presenl in the receiver local oscillator power speclrum, which in
this case will act as a "signal" - henee the tenn reciprocal mixing. The mixing process translates
the oscillator noise sideband to the IF range, where it appears as an increase in the overall noise
leveL
The very strong NMT-900 base station carriers, which are constantly present just above the
EISCAT UHF band, cause a significant amount of reciprocal mixing to occur over a cenain range
of anlenna painting direClions at bOlh the Kiruna and Sodankylä sites. In order la reduce the
attendant system noise increase to a negligible amounl, the first lceal oscillators were replaced by
devices having better than -150 dBc Hz·) noise sideband power density at l MHz frequency
offset from the carrieT. This could only be achieved by discarding the previous technique, of
frequency multiplying a signal generated at a frequency just abovc 100 MHz, because the
multiplication process raises the phase noise spectral density by almost 20 dB!Hz. Phase locked
oscillators running directly allhc n~quired output frequcncy of 812.0 MHz were ordered. In the
interim, a similar unit operating in the original frequency range has been tested wilh the
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multiplier system in Sodankylä and found to perfonn acceptably. However, this solution still
shows traces of reciprocally mixed noise, which indicates that the new high performance
oscillators are undoubted1y needed to obtain receivers meeting the highest standards.
The frequency shift of the UHF system which had been planned for some time was finally
ex~uted in August. All transmitter channels were downshifted by 2 MHz, placing the new band
centre at 931.5 MHz, and the receiver frequencies adjusted to match. This move was a
prerequisite for the prolongation of the operating permit by the Norwegian frequency
managemenl authority, and it improved the EISCAT/NMT900 compatibility situation
substantially. The primary EISCAT band no Jonger overlaps with the NMT base station band,
and it is now much simpler to pratect the receivers against overload without losing same of the
assigned channels.

The EISCAT compu'ers
Fig. 2S shows the Iletwork of cornputers from Norsk Data which has been buiit up over the last
few years and which represent the main machines for radar operation and controi as weil as data
storage, analysis and archiving.
nie ND530/CX model has a 32-bit CPU with hardware support for floating-point arithmeric and
a 16-bit front-end for input/output. The NDllO/CX model has essentially only the 16-bit unit.
The ND5400 at the Headquaners is an upgraded, faster ND500 model.

1be VO for the radar contral is through a standard CAMAC interface, with the exception of the
VHF antenna elevation contral, which is connected via the RS232 tenninal interface. The raw
dala come through a Norsk Data 16-bit DMA interface.
The computers communicate using Norsk Data HDLC cards and a serial hardware protocol.
Between the sites, lines are leased from the nalional telephone companies and use the V.29
protocol; the software protocol is Norsk Dala's COSMOS/XMSG. Each computer has interfaces
for up to 8 or 16 serial terminals, printers or modems. In Troms~, and at the Headquarters,
printers and personal computers (PCs) are connected to the main EISCAT systems using Ethemet
local area networks (LANs).
During the year the temporary data storage capacity was greatly increased at all sites through the
installation of additionai hard disks. In Troms~, for example, there is now a 450 MByte unit
available on the process computer, which pennits simultaneous VHFMiF operation for extended
periods and/or dumping at high dala rates without mnning out of disk space.
The terminals in use are mainly Tandberg mv types, though there are also several Tektronix
temLinals with colour graphics capabilities. IBM compatible PCs are used for administration,
documentation, hardware and software development. or as intelligent graphics terminals; most of
lhese use Ihe Intel 386 processor.
Al Headquartcrs the NDS400 computer is bcing connected to a larger LAN, operated by the
Swedish Institute of Space Physics (lRF), with six host computers and numerous personal
computers and workstations. The network is a sub-net of Internet, presently the largest research
network in the world. The lP number of the ND5400 computer is 192.71.13.4. and a suitable
user id, with password, can be obtained by contacting the Headquarters. In general, however, if
one reaches the ND5400 via Ethernet further access to EISCAT's NO computers is prevemed for
security reasons. The ND operating system does not possess an Internet compatible electronic
mail (e-mail) facility. E-mail to any of the ElSCAT staff at Headquarters should be addressed to
eiscathq@hp.irf.se until further.
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EISCAT REPORTS AND MEETINGS
Repons 1990:
EISCAT Annual Repon 1989.

EISCAT Brochure, A.P. van Eyken, J. Röttger and J. Markkanen (Editors).

The EISCAT Polar Cap Radar' lnfonnalion Leatlet.

Meeting reporls:
EISCAT Meetings No. 90/15, Proceedings of the ElSCAT Annual Review Meeting 1990,
Harstad, Norway, 26 - 29 March 1990, A.P. van Eyken (Editor).

Meetings 1990:

COUNCIL

34th meeting, 9- I l May
35th meeting, 8-9 November

SAC

38th meeting, 23 April
39th meeting, 17-18 October

TromsS!t. Norway

34th meeting, 5 April
35th meeting, 3-4 Celober

Hamburg, Federal Republie of Gennany
Munich. Federal Republic of Germany

AFC
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Troms~

and Longyearbyen, Norway
Hamburg, Federal Republie of Gennany

Copenhagen, Denmark

BALANCESHEETAT31DECEMBERl~O

...
.......
MSEK

MSEK

~

At
31 Dec
1989

Assets
FIXED ASSETS
Buildings
Transmitters
UHF Antennas
VHF Antenna
Computers, elC
Other

7.8
27.4
12.1
15.6
4.2
2.5

Total

69.6

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Prepayments and
accrued income
Cash and Ordinary
Bank Accounts
Special Accounts

Depreciations

Addiuons
Pool

CapOp

Other

0.8
1.8

0.2
1.8
1.3
1.5
1.0
0.7

7.6
26.1
10.8
14.1
4.0
3.6

2.6

6.5

66.2

0.5

05

At
31 Dec
1990

1.3

1.4

0.3

Tolal

7.4
2.3

6.8
0.2

11.3

8.4

I
i

GRANn roTAL

74.6

: 80.9

Total budget outcome in 1990 (MSEK):

Recurrent chapter:

Liabilities

At

At

31 Dec
1989

31 Dec
1990

CAPITAL
Contributions

,

Pool
Capital Operating
In Kind
Other

92.8
17.2
25.1
0.4

93.4
19.7
25.1
0.4

Depreciations

135.5
65.9

138.6
72.4

Total Capital

69.6

66.2

RESERVES
Pool
Capital Operating
Other

0.5
1.0
4.0

1.3
1.6
3.1

Total Reserves

5.5

6.0

Special Accounts

2.3

0.2

LIABIL1TlES
Provisions
Other Liabilities

0.4
3.1

0.2
2.0

Total Liabilities

.>.-

~ ~

80.9

GRAND TOTAL
Personnel:
Administration:
Operations:
EISCAT Svalbard Radar:
Total:

Totals may not maleb because of counding, MSEK = Million Swedish Ccowns

9.26
4.44
3.93
0.36
17.99

I

I

2.2

74.6

I

EISCAT SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION 1990
31 December 1990
Finland

France

Federal Republic

Norway

Sweden

United Kingdom

W.I. Axford
G. Haerendel
G. Preiss

O. Havnes
B. Benterud

B. HuJlqviSl
J. Gustavsson

S.W.H. Cowley
T.B. Jones·
D.M. Schildl

W. Baumjohann
K. RiMen

N. Bj0må

H. Opgenoonh

of Germany
COUNCIL

P. Bauer

J. Kangas

A. Berroir

A. Siivola

G.Caudal

SAC

AFC

I

•

D. Fontaine
D.AJcayde

II

T. Turunen

C. Blamonl

II

E. IIconen

SAC = Scientific Advisory Comminee

I
II

M. Meinecke•

I
II

I I
A. Andersen

I,

J. Gustavsson

,

l

lI

S.W.H. Cowley
PJ.S. Williams

c.G. Brooks

AFC = Administrative and Finance Commiuee

• = Chairman

Senior Scientist: A.P. van Eyken
Head of CompUler Operations: S. Buchen

Sile Leaders: Kiruna: l. Wolf
Sodankylä: M. Postila
TromS0: R. Jacobsen

EISCAT Senior Staff
DireClOr: J. RÖltger (on secondmem from MPG)
DePUlY DireclOr: G. Wannberg
Business Manager: P. Hagström

During 1990. WJ.G. Beynon and B.R. Manin (UK) a1s0 served on the Council; W. Kofman (France) on the SAC and D. MorreU (UK) on the AFC.
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THE EISCAT ASSOCIATES

CNRS
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
France
SA
Suomen Akatemia
Finland
MPG
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft
Federal Republic of Germany
NAVF
Norges Almenvitenskapelige Forskningsråd
Norway
NFR
Naturvetenskapliga Forskningsrådet
Sweden
SERC
Science and Engineering Research Council
United Kingdom

EISCAT ADDRESSES
HEADQUARTERS
EISCAT Sciemific Association

Box 812
S-981 28 KIRUNA, Sweden
Phone +46-980-79150n9153
Telex 8778 EISSWE S
Fax +46-980-79161

SITES
Tromsff station
EISCAT
Ramfjordmoen
N-9027 RAMFJORDBOTN, Norway
Phone +47 -83-92166192169
Telex 64455 EISNO N
Fax +47-83-92380

Kiruna station
EISCAT

Swedish Institute of Space Physics
Box 812
S-981 28 KIRUNA, Sweden
Phone +46-980-79150n9136
Telex 8754 IRF S
Fax +46-980-79050
Sodankylä station
EISCAT
GeophysicalObservatory.
SF-99600 SODANKYLA, Finland
Phone +358-693-12462
Te!ex 37254 GEFSO SF
Fax +358-693-12528

